
                           

CIVIL SOCIETY STATMENT ON THE CONSTITUENCY DEVELOPMENT FUND (CDF) 

CIVIL SOCIETY CALL FOR A NEW CDF 

16th June 2015 

 

The Devolution Forum (TDF) is a multi-sectoral alliance convened by civil society, to 
bring together like-minded networks, organisations and individuals united for the 
promotion and protection of Devolution and its implementation as enshrined in the 
Constitution of Kenya 2010. 

1. In 2003, the Parliament of Kenya enacted the Constituencies Development Fund 
Act (CDF). The stated objective of the Act was to ensure that a portion of the 
annual government budget was set aside, and allocated community-based 
projects, the promotion public participation in development planning and 
eradication of poverty. Following the passage of the new constitution this law was 
repealed and in its place, the Constituency Development Fund Act of 2012  was 
enacted.  

2. Concerned that the CDF Act of 2012 offends the constitution civil society groups, 
The Institute for Social Accountability and Centre of Democracy and Good 
Governance went to court seeking orders to nullify the act. 

3. On February 2015, the High court declared the Constituency Development Fund 
(CDF) Act, 2013 unconstitutional and rendered it invalid in its entirety. The court 
however suspended the invalidity of the Act for a period of 12 months to give 
parliament time to revise the act to comply with the Constitution of Kenya.  

4. We as civil society organisations support the CDF as fund that has revolutionarised 
local development in Kenya. We however wish to remind the National Parliament 
that they cannot apply the constitution selectively and should abide with the high 
court judgment to align CDF to the Constitution of Kenya. 

5. We strongly condemn effort by the CDF Board and the National Assembly to 
undermine the court ruling by using delay tactics to prevent revisions to the CDF 
Act that will allow the CDF to remain but conform to the constitution of Kenya. 
By doing so CDF will “die” as the mechanism created by the judges is that the law 
stands repealed if nothing is done within 12 months. 

6. We urge parliament to Amend the law and either restrict CDF funding to national 
government projects at the county. This however must not involve the legislators 



in the identification and implementation of projects; or transfer the fund, 
conditionally or unconditionally to the county governments. 

7. In deciding which way CDF should go, the original objects of CDF must not be 
lost. CDF was supposed to put communities in charge of planning and 
implementation of projects. The kind of control given by CDF to communities 
should be protected in the successor of CDF.  

8. We therefore propose a framework that retains the Fund as a national 
government fund. The fund will be a social fund established under national 
legislation to support national functions through projects identified by 
communities at sub-county level. All decisions on the projects will be made 
through committees elected by the local community. The county government may 
only provide technical support to the fund. The role of Members of the National 
Assembly to be oversight over the funds.  

9. Further to this, we welcome the initiative of the CDF Board inviting submissions of 
written memoranda from the public. We also note that the Board has commenced 
public hearings (Nakuru Wednesday 3rd June 2015) on the same 

10. We however wish to raise several concerns with the ongoing process: 
a. Firstly, the CDF Board has filed an appeal to the ruling. It is not clear why the 

Board is soliciting views when it appears to have already taken a decision to 
appeal the court ruling rendering any public input into the discussion void;  

b. Secondly, the conduct of the Board officials during the Nakuru meeting was 
blatantly biased and unprofessional. Instead of soliciting views they used the 
platform to campaign of the continuance of the fund. This is a total abuse of 
the proposed public participation process; 

c. Thirdly, we take exception to the wording of the notice placed by the Board; 
it seeks public views ‘on the issues at hand’. The vagueness of the invitation 
will undermine the quality of submissions and the objectivity of feedback 
given; 

d. Lastly, a number of participants in the meeting (who appeared to have been 
mobilised for that specific purpose), were allowed to use inflammatory and 
threatening language in giving their submissions. 

11. We therefore demand that The CDF Board immediately suspend the ongoing 
public submissions process and establish an objective process once it has resolved 
the conflict of interest issues. In particular, the legality of holding public 
submissions proceedings when they have lodged an appeal on the matter should 
be established.   
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Summary of Court Ruling 

After argument and counter arguments the court pronounced itself on some crucial 
matters regarding CDF. 

1. That the determination of the allocation to CDF was unconstitutional. This is 
based on the fact that the constitutional recognizes two level of government, 
the national and the county government. Sharing of national revenue is 
supposed to be between these two levels as required by Article 201, and 202 
of the constitution. According to the judges, CDF effectively introduced a third 
“level” by requiring that 2.5% of the revenue collected nationally be allocated 
to CDF. 
 

2. That CDF was effectively allowing Members of the National Assembly to 
interfere with functions that were constitutionally assigned to the county 
governments. This arises from the fact that the Act, does not exclude functions 
of the county government from activities that are funded by CDF. It is 
important to note that the judges recognize the discretion of the national 
government to provide funding for such activities, but it is the opinion of the 
judges that such funding must be channeled to the county government, with or 
without conditions 
 

3. That to the extent that legislators are involved in the management of CDF, and 
thus participating in identification and implementation of project, CDF is 
offending the principle of separation of powers. Legislators are supposed to be 
making law, approving budgets, and exercising oversight. Identification and 
implementation of projects is a function that is exclusive to the executive.  
 
 

For these reasons, the Act forming CDF was declared unconstitutional and therefore 
invalid. However, that invalidity was suspended for one year to allow the national 
government to amend the act, and align it to the new constitution. 

In aligning CDF to the new constitution, the national government has the following 
options 

1. Allow the CDF to “die” by doing nothing. The mechanism created by the 
judges is that the law stands repealed if nothing is done within 12 months. 

2. Amend the law and restrict CDF funding to national government projects at 
the county. This however must not involve the legislators in the identification 
and implementation of projects. 

3. Transfer the fund, conditionally or unconditionally to the county governments. 


